ЗЕМЛЯ В ИЛЛЮМИНАТОРЕ
Что может быть более экстремальным, чем полет на вертолете над Италией, которая становится совсем необычной с высоты птичьего полета.






МОДЕЛИ - Как правило, это маленькие одномоторные или двухмоторные самолеты макс на от 3 до максимум 8 пассажиров.
МАРШРУТЫ - Предлагаются как стандартные маршруты над городами (где допускается) и в предместьях, так и полеты по вашему
индивидуальному заказу и желанию. А также трансферы также в разные точки Италии.
ГИД - По желанию с вами поедет сопровождающий, который поможет в организации полета или полетит гид, которые расскажет о местах,
который вы видите в иллюминаторе.
ТРАНСФЕР - Полеты совершаются со специализированных аэропортов рядом с чертой городов, куда по заказу организуется трансфер и по
желанию сопровождение или гид, рассказывающий вам про землю в иллюминаторе.
ДОКУМЕНТЫ - Обязательно иметь в наличие паспорт каждого участника

Описание тура

Модель

Аэропорт вылета

Продолжительность

ELICOTTERO Robinson R44

Трансфер до Aeroporto di Urbe 30 мин

Полет - 30 мин

Траснфер до Aeroporto di Urbe 30 мин

Полет 1 час

Траснфер до Aeroporto di Urbe 30 мин

Полет 1 час

Траснфер до Castelnuovo di Porto 30 -40 мин

Полет 30 min

Траснфер до Castelnuovo di Porto 30 -40 мин

Полет 45 min

РИМ И ЛАЦИО
Полет над Римом

(1 мотор / 3 чел + пилот)
Замок и озеро Браччано

ELICOTTERO Robinson R44
(1 мотор / 3 чел + пилот)

Тур над Римскими замками

ELICOTTERO Robinson R44
(1 мотор / 3 чел + пилот)

Озеро и замок Браччано

ELICOTTERO DAUPHIN AS365N2
(2 мотора / 8 чел + 2 пилота)

Тур над римскими замками

ELICOTTERO DAUPHIN AS365N2
(2 мотора / 8 чел + 2 пилота

Rome Helicopter Tour, the best way to discover one of the most ancient capital of the world: 30' 45' 60'
of an exciting experience tour. A wonderful landscape of the city at the sunset time to enjoy the
Olimpic Stadium and Foro Italico, the Rome sports complex of the 1938; love lock of Ponte Milvio
Bridge; Renzo Piano Auditorium; Villa Ada & Villa Borghese park; Altare della Patria, Vatican and Saint
Peter with a low visibility because the area is not overflowing; the Roman Castles (Frascati wine region),
Villa Adriana and Castel Gandolfo Lake (Pope's summer residence of Castel Gandolfo); Bracciano Lake
and the Odescalchi Castle; the small villages of Anguillara and Trevignano.

Agusta 109Grand Helicopter Transfer: Twin engine
– 6 seats – VIP Configuration - 30’ eur 1.950 all
inclusive - 45’ eur 2.750 all inclusive - 60’ eur 3.600
all inclusive

In just few minutes from Rome, you can enjoy a wonderful daily excursion by helicopter to the
Bracciano Lake to visit the enchanting Castle Odescalchi and all its amazing and historic interior rooms.
The Castle rises next to Bracciano Lake and it is a fifteenth-century building consisting of three walls of
the outer walls; pentagonal, has five towers, one for each vertex of the outer fortification. The castle is
set in 1470 around the old medieval fortress of the Prefects of Vico. You can also have lunch in one of
the characteristic restaurant in front of the castle.
A DAY IN HISTORY HELICOPTER TOUR BRACCIANO LAKE & CASTLE

Agusta 109Grand Helicopter transfer : eur 2.650 all
incl. Twin engine - 6 seats - VIP Configuration
Private Castle guided tour & light lunch: eur 350
for all group

Enjoy a wonderful daily helicopter excursion to the House of Wonders, also called the Sacred Forest or
Monster Park, the only one of it's kind in the world. Built in 1552 by architect Pirro Ligorio (completed
the Cathedral of Saint Peter in Rome, after the death of Michelangelo, and Villa d’Este in Tivoli), these
refined Italian gardens are the creation of an eccentric "grove" in doing sculpting blocks of lava stone,
enigmatic figures of monsters, dragons, exotic animals and mythological subjects, a small house
pendant, a funerary temple and fountains. Everything is invented with iconological criteria that escape
even the most passionate scholars, labyrinth of symbols that envelops those enter physically or
intellectually.

Agusta 109Grand helicopter transfer: eur 2.900 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration

Enjoy a wonderful daily excursion by helicopter to La Posta Vecchia resort. The villa was built by Prince
Orsini in 1640 on top of the remains of an ancient Roman city. This 17th century jewel is one of the
most prestigious hotels in Italy and today member of The Leading Hotels of the World. With the
experienced Chef Antonio Magliulo, The Cesar Restaurant is a privileged spot for refined Roman
gourmet cuisine. Most of ingredients are locally-sourced or grown on the premises and gluten-free and
vegetarian options are also available.

Agusta 109Grand Helicopter transfer : eur 3.130 all
incl. Twin engine - 6 seats - VIP Configuration Fine
Lunch: eur 125 per person – Chef’s Tasting Menu
(drinks not included)

Enjoy a wonderful daily excursion to Falesco Winery, located in a unique land in between two regions
rich in history, culture and winemaking traditions: Lazio and Umbria. Here the favorable climatic

Agusta 109Grand Helicopter transfer : euro 3.130
all inclusive twin engine – 6 seats – VIP

conditions have created the natural environment to cultivate the passion of the Cotarella Family:
producing great wines. The Company has been founded in 1979 by the brothers and winemakers Renzo
and Riccardo Cotarella. They turned what was a small family business into a succesful company, now
driven by the new generations. Passion for viticulture, strong sense of belonging to the territory of
origin and scientific approach have been for over thirty years the basis of Falesco philosophy. Falesco is
one of the most interesting winery of the area.

Configuration Visit cellar, wine tasting & lunch: eur
70 per person

A wonderful daily excursion to Paolo e Noemia D’Amico Winery in the heart of the Tuscia region,
amongst the "Calanchi", nowadays a UNESCO protected area on the border between Tuscany, Lazio
and Umbria. The visit will show you how the idea was born from an Etruscan wine cellar, which already
existed in the property and that currently has the same function. The current wine cellar is divided into
two areas: the most ancient, made out of local "Tufo" stone, with immense arches, where the wine
rests in oak barrels to the sound of classical music; the most recent area, where the wine is bottled and
labelled, surrounded by large columns that act as a library. The Paolo & Noemia D’Amico is one of the
most interesting winery of the area.

Agusta 109Grand helicopter transfer: eur 3.130 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration Visit
Cellar and Wine Tasting: eur 55 per person Visit
Cellar, Wine Tasting and Lunch: eur 120 per person

Enjoy an helicopter day excursion to the luxury Fonteverde Spa. In the heart of Tuscany, between the
beautiful hills of Val d'Orcia. Here is Fonteverde, a fascinating Medici Palace of '600, a small treasure
born of the Renaissance style and art. Treat you to a warm hug: the thermal waters gush out at a
temperature of 42°C. Well known since ancient times, they are rich of fluorine, magnesium and sulfur.
Enjoy the helicopter excursion to Terme di Saturnia Spa and Resort. With its four outdoor thermal
pools, whirlpools and vascular routes to cold and hot water, the pools of the Terme di Saturnia Park is
one of the largest in Tuscany and presented a vast oasis dedicated to relaxation. You can simply dip and
enjoy the warmth of the sulfurous vapors, or getting titillated by a thousand bubbles in the whirlpool.
Lulled by the water, naturally heated to 37°C and the sound of the falls, the body becomes light while
the skin is smoothed caressed by the vapors. The mind is stripped of thoughts and joins the body, in a
merger that heralds the rebirth and the discovery of inner harmony.

Their secrets: a deep pureness for a natural
wellbeingAgusta 109Grand helicopter transfer: eur
4.230 all incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP
Configuration
Agusta 109Grand helicopter transfer: eur 4.780 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration

Just 40’ minutes from Rome, a wonderful daily excursion to CASADONNA fascinating place to spend a
fine cuisine course by the 3 starred Chef Niko Romito’s structure, set into the natural beauty of Abruzzi
valleys. The renovated XVI historical building with an essential and bright boutique Hotel, together with
the 3 stars Reale Restaurant, overlook Abruzzi higher-altitude experimental vineyard and give you the
magic feeling to be away from it all but at the center of the world. Here art, history and the culture of
the old place intervene with research, innovation and the future of Italian Cuisine. You will never forget
this experience.

Agusta 109Grand helicopter transfer: eur 4.780 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration 3H
Cookery Course+Lunch: eur 500 x 2 pers. – eur 620
x 4 pers. No cooker lunch (Chef’s tasting menu):
eur 120 x pers. (drinks not incl

.
Enjoy a daily helicopter excursion to the 5 stars Argentario Golf Resort & Spa, one of the most beautiful
place of the Tuscan Coast. Luxury and design rooms, 18-holes golf course, Spa of almost 3000 m² and
gourmet restaurant specializing in Tuscan cuisine, are waiting to welcome you. An exclusive location to
play your best Golf and spend a relaxing day understanding the luxury and design in a unique way in
the charming Tuscan Maremma.
Out of the ordinary, the truffle hunting tour starts with 50 minutes of exclusive helicopter ride,
surrounded by the beautiful Italian countryside and directed to the charming Torciano Winery in
Tuscany Chianti area. Landing inside the estate, the owned Giachi family, 15 generations winemakers,
will introduce you to the truffle hunting in their private wood. Enjoy the intense emotion to discover,
experience and taste this wonderful delicacy of the Italian cooking. Hunting, learning and lunch with
truffle together with Tuscany wine tasting
Enjoy the helicopter tour of the small medieval village of SAN GIMIGNANO, in the heart of Chianti
hillsides. Landing to the Torciano Winery, a private guide will take you to the “city of beautiful towers”
with old city walls and 14 impressive towers that can be visited on top. After a history full immersion
between medieval streetscapes and enchanting rural setting, a selection of local Tuscany products and
wines will be waiting for you to the Torciano Winery for lunch. (10:00 – 16:00

Agusta 109 Grand helicopter transfer: eur 4.980 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration 1H
Golf Lesson+Green fee 18 holes+light
lunch/aperitif: eur 150 per person (July & August
eur 180 per person) Non-Golfer: Day Spa+light
lunch/aperitif eur 70 per person
Agusta 109 Grand helicopter transfer: eur 5.500 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration 1H
truffle hunting w/professional guide, truffle lunch
and wine tasting: eur 80 per person

Agusta 109 Grand helicopter transfer: eur 5.500 all
incl. Twin engine – 6 seats – VIP Configuration San
Gimignano guided visit + Tuscany lunch & wine
tasting: eur 100 per person

